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The aim of this paper is to characterize the dual and bidual of complex Clifford 
modules of holomorphic functions which are defined over domains in @“+I and 
satisfy generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations. In one instance the generalized 
Cauchy-Riemann equation reduces to a holomorphic extension of Maxwell’s 
equations in vacua. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The development of function theories over certain classes of Clifford 
algebras has proved increasingly relevant in a number of branches of 
mathematics and mathematical physics (e.g., [2-4, 6, 14, 15)). In particular 
in [2] Delanghe and Brackx establish a generalization, to real Clifford 
algebras, of the classical result of Kijthe [7] which characterizes the dual 
of the space of holomorphic functions defined over an arbitrary, proper, 
open subset of the Riemann sphere. 
In this paper we extend the analysis developed by Delanghe and Brackx 
[2] and characterize the dual and bidual of complex Clifford modules of 
holomorphic functions, defined over certain classes of domains lying in 
C”+ ‘, and satisfying generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations. The paper is 
a continuation of [9-121 and relies on a number of results and ideas 
developed in these papers. 
The analysis developed here will later be applied [ 131 to provide 
representations of the dual of complex Clifford modules of real analytic 
functions defined over certain classes of real n-dimensional manifolds lying 
in F+‘, thereby generalizing recent results obtained on representations of 
analytic functionals on the unit sphere [14]. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we summarize the main results from [S-12] that we shall 
require in this paper. 
For each positive integer n, it is demonstrated in [ 1, Part 1 ] and 
[8, Chap. 131 that from the space R” with orthonormal basis {ej};= i, it is 
possible to construct a 2”-dimensional, real, associative algebra A,, such 
that 
R”EA,. 
The algebra A, has an identity e,, and for 1 Z$ j, k <n we have 
eje, + ekej = -2ajkeo, 
where Sj,, is the Kronecker delta. 
The algebra has as basis elements the vectors 
eo, el ,..., e,, e1e2 ,..., e,_,e, ,..., e,..‘e,, 
and it is an example of a real Clifford algebra. A general basis element of 
this algebra is denoted by 
e . . . ej, JI 
with r < n and j, < . . . <j,. 
By taking the real, symmetric tensor product of A,, with the complex 
field 
we obtain a complex algebra, which we shall denote by 
A,(C). 
The algebra A,(@) is a complex Clifford algebra, it is associative and its 
complex dimension is 2”. A general element 2 of A,(C) may be written as 
Z=z,e,+ . * * + z,e, + ... +zj ,__. jrej,“-ej,+ .-* +z, . ..” el...e, 
where zo,..., z,, zj ,... j,, z~...,,E@, and zj ,... j,=xj ,.., j,+iyj ,,.. j,, with xi ,... j,, 
yj, .jr E R. 
The norm of an element 2 is defined to be 
121 =(lzo12f ... + lz,....12)“2. 
The complex vector subspace of A,(@) spanned by the vectors {ej}JSo is 
denoted by Cn+r, and a vector zoeo+zlel + ... +z,e, is denoted by z. 
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There is a linear automorphism on A,(C): 
-:A,(@)-,A,(@):ej,“‘ej~~(-l))‘ej,”’ej,. 
We denote -(Z) by Z. Using this automorphism we may deduce that 
A,(@) is not a division algebra: the vector 
(eo+iel)EAn(d=) 
and we have 
The singularity cone 
is denoted by 
(e,+ie,)(e,)=O. 
{zE@~+l:ZZ=o) 
S. 
For each zO E @” + ’ we denote the set 
{ZE@“+‘: (z - z&Z - Zo) = 0 > 
by 
s 20’ 
and for each set x E C”+ ’ we denote the set 
by 
In parallel to the main theory we shall also be considering the algebra 
A*(@). This algebra is referred to as the complex-quaternion algebra [6], 
and in [S] it is demonstrated that this algebra is isomorphic to the 
classical Pauli matrix algebra. Also in [6] it is established that the complex 
vector space A*(@) is canonically isomorphic to complex Minkowski space, 
M(C)* 
For each Z& E AZ(@) we denote the singularity cone 
{zkA*(@): (z’-z~)(z-z~)=o}~ 
by 
G;, 
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and for each set x’EA~(@) we denote the set 
u sz, 
by 
Z’EX’ 
s’(f). 
A domain lying in the space @‘+ ’ will be denoted by U, and a domain 
lying in the space A,(@) will be denoted by U’. 
We shall primarily be interested in holomorphic functions 
which satisfy the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equation 
for each z E U. These functions are introduced in [9], and are referred to as 
complex left regular functions. 
A similar definition may be given for complex right regular functions. 
EXAMPLE. For the cases where n = 1 mod 2 the function 
G(z) = Z(zZ)-(“+ “/2, 
defined on the domain @” + ’ - S, is both a complex left regular function 
and a complex right regular function. 
We shall also study the class of holomorphic functions 
{f’: u’-+A,(@)} 
which satisfy the equation 
af’(Z’)+e af’(z)+e ~f’(z’)+elezaf’(Z’)=O - 
eO aZo 1 aZ, 2 az, az12 (1) 
for all Z’ E u’. Such functions are called complex-quaternionic left regular 
functions [9], and some of their properties are studied in [9-133. A similar 
definition may be given for complex-quatemionic right regular functions. 
In [6] it is established that Eq. (1) is a holomorphic extension of 
Maxwell’s equations in vacua. 
An example of a complex-quaternionic left and right regular function is 
G’(Z’) = i?‘(Z’i?)-2. 
This function is defined on the domain (A2(C) - s’). 
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In [9] and [lo] we introduce the following class of manifolds: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A smooth, real, (n + l)-dimensional, compact sub- 
manifold M of C’+l, with boundary, is called a manifold of type one. 
Using the fact that a complex left regular function is holomorphic we 
may use Definition 1 to establish: 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [9, lo]. A necessary and sufficient condition for a 
holomorphic function 
f’: U-+/l,(@) 
to be complex left regular is that over each manifold of type one lying in the 
domain U, the n-form 
Dzf ‘(z), 
where 
Dz= i (-l)iejdzO A ... A dzj-, adz,+, A ... A dz,, 
j=O 
is closed. 
As a consequence of Proposition 1 we obtain 
CAUCHY’S THEOREM [9, lo]. If the function 
f: u-t A”(@) 
is complex left regular, then for each manifold MG U of type one we have 
s Dzf(z)=O. ahf 
Analogues of Definition 1, Proposition 1 and Cauchy’s theorem may also 
be established for complex-quatemionic left regular functions. 
We also require the following class of manifolds: 
DEFINITION 2.2 [9]. A smooth, real, (n + l)-dimensional manifold M, 
with boundary, lying in C”+ ’ is called a manifold of type two if 
(i) M is a manifold of type one, 
(ii) n = 1 mod 2, 
(iii) S,, n M= {z’}. 
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The four-dimensional analogues of these manifolds, {M’}, lying in the 
algebra A,(@), are introduced in [ 111 and are referred to as manifolds of 
type three. 
DEFINITION 2.3 [ 111. A smooth, real (n + 1 )-dimensional, non-compact 
submanifold, M, of @” + ’ is a manifold of type four if each (n + l)-dimen- 
sional, smooth, compact submanifold of M is a manifold of type two. 
Four-dimensional analogues of these manifolds, lying in the algebra 
AZ(@), are introduced in [ 1 l] and are referred to as manifolds of type five. 
If A4 is a manifold of type two then we denote the components of 
@ n+l-S(ixq 
containing &, the inerior of M, by 
wm 
and if M’ is a manifold of type three we denote the components of 
A*(@) - s(afw) 
containing i$ by 
U(M’). 
In [ 111 we establish that U(M) is an open set. Similar arguments reveal 
that U(M) is also an open set. 
DEFINITION 2.4. We say that a manifold M of type four is a special 
manifold of type four if for each sequence {M, > ,“= 1 of submanifolds of M 
satisfying the conditions , 
(i) each M, is a manifold of type two, 
(ii) M,fM 
we have 
(J u(M,)=C”+‘. 
m 
A similar definition may be given introducing special manifolds of type 
five. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A manifold M of type four which is not a special 
manifold of type four is called a non-special manifold of type four. 
We may similarly introduce non-special manifolds of type five. 
In [ll] we deduce: 
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CAUCHY'S INTEGRAL FORMULA. Forfi U + A,(@) a complex left regular 
function, for ME U a manifold of type two and for zO an arbitrary point in 
U(M) we have 
f(zo)=$6,G(z-zGzf(z), 
n 
(2) 
where w, is the surface area of the unit sphere lying in R”+l. 
Note. As the open set U(M) need not necessarily be a subset of U the 
integral formula (2) may provide an analytic continuation of the function 
f(z) beyond the domain U. 
Using the function G’(Z’) a Cauchy integral formula, similar to (2), may 
be established [6] for complex-quaternionic left regular functions. 
In [ 1 l] we establish, using the integral formula (2) and the above note: 
THEOREM 2.1. For A4, E CnC1, a manifold of type four, there exists a 
domain of holomorphy, denoted by U,, such that for each domain UzM, 
and each complex left regular function 
there is a complex left regular function 
fA4: u, + A,(C) 
with the property 
An analogue of Theorem 1 may also be established for complex-quater- 
nionic left regular functions. 
We denote the set of complex left regular functions 
for some manifold M of type four by 
Q,(u.MY A(@)). 
Similarly we denote the set of complex-quaternionic left regular functions 
~XUW? AA@)). (4) 
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The sets (3) and (4) are right modules over the algebras A,(@) and 
AZ(@), respectively. 
For M a manifold of type four we introduce, in [l 1 ] and [12], a 
sequence (M,,,)g= 1 of submanifolds of M, where each M, is a manifold of 
type two, and 
(0 WJM 
(ii) for each m 
The functions 
P,: Q,(U,,.,M, A,(C)) -, R 
defined by 
Pm(f) = sup If(r)1 
zeM, 
form a proper, countable system of norms, P, on Q,(U,, A,(@)). 
In [ll] we establish that under P the module Q,( U,, A,(@)) is a right 
A,(@)-Frechet module. We denote this Frechet module by 
Also the functions 
(5) 
pm: Q,( U,, A,(C)) -+ R 
defined by 
km = sup I f(z)1 
2 E WMm) 
form a proper, countable system of norms, p, on S2,( U,, A,(@)). Under p 
the module Q,(UM, A,(C)) is a right A,,(C)-Frtchet module, which we 
denote by 
6’Au.w An(@))> 6. (6) 
From [ 111 we may deduce that the two Frechet modules (5) and (6) are 
topologically isomorphic. 
DEFINITION 2.6. For x a compact subset of a manifold of type two we 
state that a complex right regular function 
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is complex right regular at infinity if for each unbounded, continuous 
function 
s: (0, +co)+C”+‘-S(x) 
which is not asymptotic to the set S(x) we have 
lim f(s( t)) = 0. 
f’cc 
EXAMPLES. 1. The generalized Cauchy kernel 
G: @“+l -ww+~.(@) 
is complex right regular at infinity. 
2. For p an A,(C) valued measure, with compact support [p] con- 
tained in a manifold M of type two, the left A.(@)-Cauchy transform 
s 
d/i(z)) G(z -z’), 
A4 
introduced in [ 121, is complex right regular at infinity. 
A similar definition to Definition 4 may be given for complex left regular 
functions at infinity. 
For 1 a compact subset of a manifold of type two, then the class of com- 
plex right regular functions at infinity defined on c” + ’ - S(x) is denoted by 
d,p?+ l -S(x), 4@)). (7) 
Similarly, for x’ a compact subset of a manifold of type three we may 
introduce the set 
fzM@)- S’W A*(C)) (8) 
of complex-quaternionic right regular functions at infinity. 
The sets (7) and (8) are right modules over the algebras A,(@) and 
A*(C), respectively. 
In [ 121 we establish the following analogue of Cauchy’s integral formula 
on the complement of a compact set. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose f E fi,(P+ 1 - S(x), A,(@)) and zO E C” + ’ - 
S(x), then for each manifold M of type two satisfying the conditions 
6) XGA4 
and 
(ii) ww i-l (4 = a 
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we have 
f(zo)=~jliMf(z)DzG(z-zO). 
n 
An analogous result may be established for complex-quaternionic right 
regular functions at infinity. 
Suppose (M,}z= i is a sequence of submanifolds of C” + ‘, each of type 
two and satisfying the following conditions 
0) KFdC?7+1 
and 
(ii) U(M,) t @“+ l- w, 
then the functions 
Pi: d,(C + l - W, A,(@)) + R 
and 
defined by 
and 
F;: cqcn+ l - S(x), A(@)) + R 
i’!Jf, = sup If(x)1 
ZEM, 
E(f) = sup I f(z)1 ZE WMm) 
form two countable systems of norms on b,(C”’ ’ - S(x), A,(C)). 
In [12] we establish that under these two norms the module 
6,(cn+’ -S(x), A,(@)) becomes two A,(C) left Frichet modules, and 
furthermore these Frechet modules are topologically isomorphic. 
Similar considerations yield that 
is a A,(@)-left Frechet module. 
In [12] we introduce the following two definitions: 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let 1 be an arbitrary compact subset of Cn+ ‘, then we 
call 
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the set of functions f for which there exists a domain of holomorphy 
U(f)zx such that 
It is clear from Definition 2.7 that sZ,.(x, A,(C)) is a right A,(C) module. 
Similarly one may construct, for x’ a compact subset of A,(@), the right 
A 2( C) module 
Qr(X’> 4a=))- 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let x be an arbitrary compact subset of M, a manifold 
of type four. Suppose 8,) &,... are the bounded components of (M-x) 
satisfying the condition 
for k = 1, 2,... Furthermore let a = lJk {ak} be a subset of (co x) n M, 
which contains one point in each Ok, k= 1,2,.... Then we denote the 
minimal right A,(C)-Frechet module containing all finite combinations 
over A,(@) of the partial derivatives of the function G(z - ak), k = 1, 2,..., 
by 
R,(a). 
We may similarly introduce the left module R,(a). 
Using Definitions 2.7 and 2.8 we deduce, in [12], the following Runge 
approximation theorems: 
THEOREM 2.3. If x is an arbitrary compact subset of A4, a manifold of 
type four, and a is the set introduced in Definition 2.8, then the Frtchet 
module sZ,( U,, A,,(C)) 0 R,(a) is unzformly dense in sZ,(x, A,(C)). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let x be a compact subset of i&I, a mantfold of type four, 
and let c1 be a subset of x having one point in each component of x. Then 
R,(a) is dense in d,( C” + ’ - S(x), A,(C)) for the topology of untform com- 
pact convergence. 
Similar approximation theorems are established in [12] for complex- 
quaternionic left regular functions. 
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3. THE DUALS OF SZ,(U,,A,(C)) AND fi,(Cn+l-,S(~),A,(C)) 
In this section we apply the arguments developed in Section 2 of this 
paper to generalize the main results of [Z]. 
Suppose A4 is a manifold of type four and { M,}z= 1 is a sequence of 
submanifolds of M, each of type two, and satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 
(0 WJM 
(ii) for each m 
Then, as the Frtchet modules (Q,( U,, A,(C)), P) and 
(a,( U,, A,(C)), P) are topologically isomorphic, we have that for each 
bounded right A,(C)-linear functional on O,( U,, A,(C)), ii) there 
corresponds a bounded right A,( C)-linear functional on 52,( U,, A,(C)), P) 
and vice versa. 
Suppose T is a bounded right A,(C)-linear functional on 
Q,( U,, A,(C)), P), then there exists a positive real constant, C, and a 
positive integer, j, such that for each f~ 52,( U,,,,, A,(C)) we have 
I T(f)l G CPj(f). 
Then by the analogous of the Hahn-Banach and Riesz representation 
theorems given in [ 121 we may deduce that for some j E N+ there is an 
A,(C)-valued measure p in M, supported on Mj, such that for all f~ 
sZ,( UM, A,(C)) we have 
T(f) = j 4-4~) f(z). 
Suppose 
l$:M+R (9) 
is a C” function with compact support, and with the property 
4(z) = 1 (10) 
in a neighborhood wI of iMj. Then by virtue of the generalized Pompeju 
representation formula given in [9, lo] we have for each z E Mj 
f(z) = jM G(z - zo) W'zoW4kJ), 
where d is the usual de Rham boundary operator. 
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T(f)=J-M[,, 44) G(z - ~41 Wzo(f~)(zo))~ 
Placing 
t(z) = j-M 44~) W - zo), (11) 
and allowing z0 to vary over U?+’ - S(M,), we observe that t(z) is the 
right A,(C)-Cauchy transform [ 121 of the measure /.L In [ 121 we establish 
that t(z) E d,(@“+’ - S(M,), A,(C)). 
In analogy to [a], and classical function theory, t(z) is called the 
indicatrix of FantappiP associated to T in co(S(Mj)). 
By similar arguments to those given in [Z] it may be deduced that the 
Fantappie indicatrix given in expression (11) is independent of the choice 
of the smooth map (9) with compact support, and with the property (10). 
We now deduce: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let jfN’ befixed, ~ESZ,(@“+‘--(M,),A,(@)) and 
let 4: M+ R be a C” function with compact support, and satisfying the 
property 
d(z) = 1 
in a neighborhood of AI,. Then T: Q,( U,, A,(@)) -+ A,(@) formally defined 
by 
is a bounded right A,,(@)-linear functional. 
Proof [2]. We note that the function u(z) determines a right 
A,,(@)-distribution $u in (M - Mj), where 
A=i,, u(z)Ic/(z)dz”+‘, 
I 
for each test function $ defined over (M- Mj). Moreover, for any dis- 
tributional extension U”’ of u to M, we have for each $ of the form 
2 ejaj(fdNZ), 
j=O 
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where 8, denotes the covariant derivatives of (j$)(z) at the point z, that 
U”‘, f ejdj(fd) = 
> 1 
u(z) wwfd)(z)) 
j=O M-M, 
= W ). 
It now follows from similar arguments to those developed in [2, 
Proposition 3.21 that for some M” E {M,}g=,+ i, some coordinate c( E 
(N+ u {o>)H+l and some real, positive constant c we have 
I( i ajUtr)ej, $)I <C sup sup l~“‘W)l. 
j=O a’E{(N+“{O})~+‘:I~‘I~I~I}{~EM”) 
In particular, for tj = ~$5 
sup sup l0(z)l. 
CZ’E ((N+” {O})“+l:la’l < ~a~}{z~M”} 
It follows from the generalized Cauchy inequalities established in 
[ 10, Chap. 2) that for some c* E R+ we have 
sup la”‘$(z)l <c* sup If(z 
It follows that 
I( f iYjWej,f+4> j=O ’ <cc* sup If(z)]. ZEMV 
As 
( f ajW)ej, f#) = - (U”‘, 2 ejaj(f4)) 
J=o j=O 
= -T(f) 
we obtain 
I T(f )I G cc* sup If(z 
ZEM” 
and so it follows that the A,,(C)-linear map, T, is bounded. [ 
In our analysis we have developed a close association between bounded 
right A,(C)-linear functionals acting over the Frtchet module 
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(sL,(U,, A,(@)), P), and elements of the spaces fi,(@“+l - S(M,), A,(@)), 
for each Mk, GM, a manifold of type two. We now continue to investigate 
this close association by first introducing the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1 [2]. Let Jo N+ be fixed. Then we define the following 
subset Lj of d,(e” + ’ - S(M,), A,(C)): an element u E o,(CH+ ’ - 
S(M,), A,(@)) is said to belong to Lj if and only if for 
a C” function with compact support satisfying the condition 
d(z) = 1 (12) 
for each z EM,, we have 
I u(z) wz f(z) d(z)) = 0 M 
for each f~ a,( U,,,,, A,(@)). 
It is clear that Lj is a submodule of fi,(UZ”+’ - S(M,), A,(c)) and that 
for any u E Lj its associated bounded right A.(C)-linear functional is the 
zero functional. As in [Z] it may be deduced that the set Lj is independent 
of the choice of the map 4 with compact support and satisfying Eq. (12) for 
each ZEM,. 
It may be deduced that: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let jg N+ be fixed. Then u E Lj if and only if there 
exists an integer i0 > j such that u = 0 in (C” + ’ - S(M,)). 
Proof The proof follows closely the lines of the proof of [2, 
Proposition 3.31 with the exception that we appeal, within the proof, to the 
Runge approximation theorem given in Theorem 2.3 instead of the Runge 
approximation theorem [2, Sect. 2.11. The proof is omitted. 1 
By similar arguments to those developed in [2, Sect. 41 it may be 
deduced that the module L, is closed under the topology of uniform com- 
pact convergence, and that the quotient Frtchet module, 4, defined by 
LQTY+ - S(Mj), An(@))ILj 
may continuously be embedded in the quotient Frechet module 
We may now introduce: 
5876 112.2 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let M be a non-special manifold of type four, and let 
{it4j>J? I be a compact exhaustion of M by manifolds of type two satisfying 
the condition 
for each je N+. Then we call d,(C”+ - S(M), A,(C)) = q~$ the inductive 
limit of the left A.(C)-modules 3. Endowed with its inductive limit 
topology, we denote this left A.(C)-module by 
C$(C”fl - S(M)~ An(@))ind- 
(In the case where M is a special manifold of type four we have that 
62 n+‘=S(M) 
and in this case it may be deduced [ 12, Proposition 1 ] that the set 
Br(cn+ l - S(M)v An(c))ind 
is empty.) 
We shall denote the left A.(C)-module consisting of all bounded right 
A,(@)-linear functionals on a,( U,, A,(@)) by 
An arbitrary seminorm PB from the system defining the strong topology 
on Q,(U,,,,, A,(@))* is given by 
P,(T) = SUP I W)l, 
fcB 
where B is a bounded subset of (Q,(U,, A,(@)), P). 
It is our objective to show that Q,(U,+,, A,(@)),*, provided with the 
strong topology, is topologically isomorphic to 6,(Cn+ ’ - S(M), 
An(C))ind. 
We may immediately deduce from our calculations so far that: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let J: Q,(U,+,, An(@)): + d,(Cn+’ -S(M), An(C))ind 
be defined by J(T) = [t], where [t] is the projection into 
i2,(Cn+’ -S(M), An(@))ind of the indicatrix of Fantappit!, t, associated to 
TEO,(U~, A,(C)),*. Then J is an isomorphism between these left A,(C) 
modules. 
(Theorem 3.1 is a generalization of a result obtained in [2].) 
The isomorphism J remains an isomorphism between a,( Uw, An(@)): 
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and fi,(V+’ - St”)7 An(@))ind when these spaces are considered as com- 
plex vector spaces. 
In order to prove that J is a topological isomorphism we first of all note 
that as each fE 1;2,( U,+,, A,(C)) satisfies the equations 
n a2 
jJ&f(z)=o 
and 
n a2 
j;o+-(z)=o 
in U,, we have that C?,(U,,,, A,(@)) is a subspace of the complex vector 
space 
Harm( U,,,,, A,(@)) = g: U,,., 
Equipped with the countable system of norms, p, the completion of 
Harm(U,, A,(C)) becomes a complex Schwartz space. Since on 
(L?,(U,, A,(@)), P) the induced topology is equivalent to the natural 
topology, we obtain that 52,( UM, A,(@)) is a complex Schwartz space. 
Following similar arguments to those developed in [2, Sect. 41 we observe 
that as sZ,( Uw, A,(@)) is also a complex Frechet space, we find that its 
complex dual a,( U,, A,(C));-that is, the space of bounded complex 
linear functionals on Q,(UM, A,(C)), endowed with the strong 
topology-becomes a sequentially complete bornological space. 
As a second step we note that Q,(U,, A,(C)),* may always be provided 
with an inductive limit topology since 
where for each Jo N+, 52,( UM, A,(@)),,.,,j is the left Banach A,(@) module 
of right A.(@)-linear functionals T on Q,(U,, A,(C)) which are bounded 
by the norm pi, i.e., 
II Tll, = sup IW-)I < +a. 
j.~ER,(U~,A,(C)):pi(/)~ 1 i
We denote this inductive limit space by 
We may now establish: 
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F~OP~SITION 3.3. Zf considered as complex convex spaces, we have 
0) Qr(Uw, -4(@)KKl “Q,(UW> Al(@))bT 
(ii) Q,(U,w Az(@E ‘QAU.44, kl(C))b. 
Hence 
(iii) Qr(UA4, An(@))b* “Q,(Uw, &(a=)),*,,. 
Proof. (The proof follows closely the arguments developed in [2, 
Proposition 4.11, so it is omitted.) fl 
Using Proposition 3.3 we may adapt the proof of [2, Theorem 4.21 to 
obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. Let J: Q,.( Uw, A,,(@)): -+ fi,(C”+’ - S(M), An(@))ind be 
defined as in Theorem 3.1. Then J is a topological isomorphism between 
Q,(UM, A,(C)),* and fiir(C”+’ -S(M), An(c))ind. 
We may also use Theorem 2.4 and the arguments developed so far in this 
paper to adapt the arguments used in [2, Sect. 51 and characterize 
Lqv+ l - S(M), A,(C)),*, the right A,,(C)-module consisting of all boun- 
ded left A,,(C)-linear functionals on dl(@“+’ - S(M), A,(Q:))ind. We 
obtain: 
THEOREM 3.3. The right A.(C)-module fi,(C+’ -S(M), A,(@))$ 
provided with the strong topology is topologically isomorphic to the right 
A,(@)-FrechPt modules (a,( U,,,,, A,(C)), P) and (52,( U,, A,(@)), P). 
By similar considerations to those pursued so far in this paper we may, 
for each non-special manifold M’ of type five, also introduce the 
topological modules 
and 
and we may deduce: 
THEOREM 3.4. The topological A,(@)-modules Q:( vl,., AZ(@)): and 
ai(A2(c)-S’(M’)7 A2(@))ind are topologically isomorphic. 
And 
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THEOREM 3.5. The A,(C)-module fl’;(A,(@) - S’(M), AZ(@)): provided 
with the strong topology is topologically isomorphic to the right 
A,(C)-Frkhet module G?:(U”,, A*(C)). 
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